Consider the dynamic inventory problem when the ordering cost functioYl is linear with multiple set-up costS.
INTRODUCTION
Consider the single item, periodic :~eview, stochastic and dynamic inventory model when the ordering cost function is linear with multiple set-up costs rather than one with a single set-up cost. This type of cost is neither convex nor concave, but has a :practical meaning when the ordered quantity in each period is delivered by transportation's vehicle which has certain limited capacity.
In general, an optimal inventory policy is sensitive to the form of the ordering cost, so that until now some types of inventory policies have examined and studied for several authors. Scarf [4J proved that an (s, S) policy is optimal for a linear cost with a single set-up,and this case was investigated in detail by Iglehart [lJ, Veinott [5J et al. Recently Porteus [3J proved that a generalized (s,S) policy is optimal for a concavely increasing cost. The purpose of this note is to discuss the Lippman [2J's model in which the ordering cost has multiple set-ups, and show the optimality of "batch (s,S) polices". We assume g(y) exists for each y. As usual, let f (x) be the minimum expeeted n cost over n periods as a function of the :"evel x of inventory before ordering.
We have,
Let Y (x) denote the optimal inventory policy in the period n, ie, the n optimal level of inventory after ordering in the first of n periods when the level of inventory before ordering is x. Then we have
n n for every x.
OPTIMALITY OF BATCH (s,S) POLICIES
In this section we shall give a definition of batch (s,S) policy and some sufficient coditions under which this policy is optimal in the finite horizon problem. We illustrate this by Fig. 2 . A bateh (s,S) policy has a following S-s economic interpretation. In case 2, where {M} ~ 2, M is smaller than S-s, ie, the manager has small-sized trucks for transportation use as compared with a satisfing level region (s,SJ. then he orders a minimum amount of the item with full-loaded trucks so as to rai:3e the inventory level upto the Copyright © by ORSJ. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited. [by (7)J.
Thus it follows that (8)
(ii) We have, for any x and y with S-H < x < s, x < y,
Hence we get
For any x and y with S-2M < x < S-M, x < Y ~ x+M, we have G(y) + K ~ G(x+M) + K (eluality holds iff y = x+M). It is clear that ar. inventory policy which is optimal to use in the first of n perjods is also optimal to use when there are n periods left in an m periods problem. We will therefore only be interested in deriving conditions which insure that G (.) is convex for every n and hence that a batch (s,S) n policy is optimal for the first of nperiods. Proof. Here we will show by induction that G (.) is convex for all n. [by (12)J.
Thus it is easily shown by induction that for any x with S-(d+l)M
Then the second term is -C, it is therefore sufficient to show that the integrant of the first term is non-negative and non-decreasing in x. For x 1 -s* x -s* xl < x 2 ' let di
Thus the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
[by ( Although it is a rough approximation it is useful to put v*(')
